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DOLD MANIFOLDS WITH (Z2)*-ACTION

R. J. SHAKER, JR.

(Communicated by Thomas Goodwillie)

Abstract. Actions on Dold manifolds P(m,2k) are constructed to determine

the ideals S} k of cobordism classes in JC containing a representative ad-

mitting a {Z,2)k-action with fixed point set of codimension 2k .

1. Introduction

Let SA k = ®„*LrSnr k denote the ideal in the unoriented cobordism ring yft

of classes containing a representative that admits a (Z2)fc-action with fixed point

set of constant dimension n-r. In [Sh, 5.1] it is shown that for 1 < r < 2k

jrr     ^[QZr^n, T even,

*'*     ler^nKer*,    r odd,

where ^ : ^ -» Z2 denotes the mod 2 Euler characteristics. This is a "best
possible" result in that it follows from [tD, 1] that Sf k contains no indécom-

posables if n - r < [n/2k] and so S£k k ¿ J^,.

In general the determination of SA k requires methods particular to the

choice of r, k (see [P]). As one might suspect from [tD, 1] it is usually hardest to

construct examples on indécomposables in dimensions close to r. The present
work proves the

ik
Proposition. For k > 1 the ideal S.2k consists of all classes in dimensions

greater than 2k and the decomposables in dimension 2k .

Hence whereas S.2. contains all classes a e ©^L2 ¿Ki except those for which

w"(a) -;£ 0 [S, 9.2], for k > 1  S,2k contains all classes a e Ç§f^=2k-A/n except

those in J^k for which J2*(a) = w\ (a) 7¿ 0.
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2. Background

The unoriented cobordism ring

CXI

JA. = 0^n
n=0

isa Z2-polynomial algebra on a single generator x¡ of each dimension not of the
form 2" - 1 [T]. Manifolds that can be chosen as representatives of generators

in their dimensions include the following indécomposables.

The Dold manifold P(m, n) is the quotient space obtained from Sm x CP"

by identifying [x, z] with [-x, z]. It is indecomposable in yK if and only if

n is even and (n+™~1) = (n + m- l)!/n!(m - 1)! is odd [D, 3].

Let RP(nx ,n2, ... ,n¡) be the projective space bundle of lx ©• • • ©A¡ over

RP"i x • • • x RP"', where A, is the pullback of the usual line bundle over

the z'th factor. Let n = ¿JM "i- ^0T I > 1 > the (I + n - 1)-dimensional

RP(nx, n2, ... , n¡) is indecomposable in J+ if and only if Y!i=\ (/+"~2) is

odd [S, 3.4].
For the calculation of binomial coefficients it is useful to recall Kummer's

result stating that if

k k

m = ^2 m¡21   and   n = ^ n,2!
1=0 1=0

with 0 < m,■■, n, < 1, then (™) is odd if and only if m¡ > n¿ for every i.

3. Main proof

The primary task is to exhibit indecomposable manifolds in all possible di-
mensions. Then previous results lead to all positive dimension decomposables.

Proof of Proposition. As previously stated the result [tD, 1] precludes the exis-

tence in S.2k of an indecomposable of dimension 2k . For 2k < d, d not of

the form 2" - 1, indécomposables may be found as follows.

Dimensions 2k + 1 < d < 2k + 2k~x . Let CP2 ~ be expressed in homoge-

neous coordinates as [zx, z2, ... , z2k-\, ^2*-'+i]• For 1 < j < k define 7) to

act as multiplication by -1 on the coordinate z, if / = 1, 2, 3, ... , 2j~x mod

2j and to leave fixed the other coordinates. Then FTk consists of a copy of

CP2'"'-1 along with a point (CP0), FTktTk_i is two copies of CP2"'1-1 with

the copy of CP°, ... , and finally FTk<Tk_lt_¡T¡ is a set of 2k~x + 1 points.

This induces on each (m + 2/c)-dimensional Dold manifold P(m, 2k~x) an

action that fixes 2k~x +1 copies of Sm , i.e., has a fixed point set of codimension
2k . For 1 < m < 2k~x the (k - 1) th digit of the dyadic expansion of 2k~x +

m - 1 is 1, so
(2k'x + m- l\

V      2*-'       J
is odd and therefore P(m, 2k~x) is indecomposable.

Dimensions 2k + 2k~x +1 < d < 2k+x -2. An analogous argument constructs

an appropriate action on RP(®2=X +1 £■). Let Tj act as multiplication by -1
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in £, if / = 1, 2, 3, ... , 2/"1 mod 2'. Then

FTk=RP\®Si\uRP(Zi>-i+x):
i=i

í-1      / \.=2*-2+l

2*-'+l

FTk,Tk.l,...,Tl=    IJ    ^^)"
i=l

For RP(nx, n2, ... , n2k+2) with each ¿¡f = A2í_i 0A2;- this is a (Z2)fc-action

on a (2* + 1 )-dimensional projective bundle with fixed point set a union of
1-dimensional bundles.

Since
f)k   ,  ok-\\

* =0   for2<p<2fc-1-l,m
application of the familiar identity (") + (kn+,) = (J£}) allows us to conclude
that

(*+^+C-»).0   for2<„<2'--l.

Let m = 2k + 2k~x + p - 2. Then the (2k + 2k~x + p - l)-manifold

RP(p, 2k~2 - 1, 2k~2 - 1, n4 = 0, 0, ... , n2*+2 = 0) is indecomposable since

(;)+2G--,)+<2i-<H+°+i=' ™"-
Dimensions 2k+x < d, d -^ 2" - 1. By [Sh, 4.1] there exist indecomposable

manifolds RP(nx,..., n2k+2) in all such dimensions except the powers of two.
For those dimensions consider the following special case of [Sh, 3.1].

Let T be an involution on RP2r+x fixing two copies of RPr. Define Tx, T2

on RP(2r + 1, p, q) ; thus, Tx is induced by the action on A< © X2 © A3 over
RP2r+x x RPP x RPi that consists of multiplication by -1 in A., and T2

by the action that extends T linearly on Xx and acts as -1 in A2. Then

Frt = RP(XX) U RP(k2 © Ai). Since the former component is just a copy of
the base, one can write i*r. as RP2r+x x RP(XX) U RP(X2 © A3) understanding

that all bundles are now over the base RPP x RPq . Then it is apparent that

FT¡, 7j consists of six copies of RPr x RPP x RPq . Specifically, if r = 2k - 3,

(? = 0, the (2k+x -3+ p)-manifold RP(2k+x -5,p,0) has fixed point set six

copies of RP2 ~3 x RPp . Then p can easily be chosen to generate a manifold

of dimension any appropriate power of 2.

If d is a power of 2, then (d~l) is odd for all i and any RP(2r + 1, p, q)
of that dimension is indecomposable.

Decomposables. Since S2k is an ideal, to complete the proof it is necessary

only to show that it contains the class aß for O^aeJAn, 0¿ ß eJA¡, with

2<m <n <2k <m + n. For this it suffices to show aeSJ k, ß e s/k~r for
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some r and to consider the product action on representative manifolds with

action.
From [Sh, 5.1] it follows that a e Sf k for even r < min(m, 2k - 1) and

furthermore, if a e Ker^ (which holds if m odd), then a e SJk for all

r < min(m, 2k - 1). A similar statement holds for ß, n .

Therefore, if m + n = 2k , take a 6 S.mk , ß e S.nk = S,2"k~m . If m + n =

2* +1, then either m or n , say n , is odd, and a e S.mk , ß e SA~k = S}kkm

suffice. If m + n > 2k + 2, take a e S.mk2, ß e S^~{m~2).   G
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